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Friday

The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Trustees oppose bill
allowing student vote

Column
one
BSU elects
new officers

by Diane Rado
stall reporter

The Black Student Union held
its annual elections yesterday.
Jeff English, a junior general
business major, was elected
president. Sophomore Renee
Tolliver, a fashion merchandising major, was elected vice
president of operations. Bruce
Lavender, a junior accounting
major, was elected vice president of business. A secretary
and ombudsman will be appointed.
BSU President Ananais Pittman said the officers will begin
their duties following a threeweek transition period.

A bill introduced in the Ohio Legislature last week that would place two
voting student members on state university boards of trustees is finding little
support at the University.
Here, an elected student acts as a representative to the nine-member Board
of Trustees, but can't vote.
Board members content with this design, oppose the bill.
Some student leaders share the trustees' views, but others rallying for a more
formal voice in University affairs are hoping the measure will pass.
THE BILL died the last four times that its author, State Rep. Mike Stinziano
(D-Columbus), proposed it to the Ohio House of Representatives.
"Ohio is not a very progressive state. There has been resistance in the past as
to the notion to have students voting on boards," Stinziano said.
But be quickly added, "The idea's not a new thing, though. It's been adopted
in 38 states."
Stinziano is optimistic the bill will pass this time, "I think this is an idea
whose time has come in Ohio."

More budget cuts
possible for state

BUT UNIVERSITY trustee Charles Shanklin said' "I would say that a bad
idea never has a chance."
He opposes the bill, and said that a student would have a conflict of interests if
he were a trustee.
He explained, "If you become a board member you have a duty to the University and taxpayers to do the things that are best for the University. Sometimes a
student would have to vote against the interests of students, and it'd be a pretty
tough situation the next day when that student walked around campus."
Shanklin also questioned the method by which students would be chosen for
the board.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio's
chronic financial problems took
center stage at the Statehouse
yesterday as top officials talked
about implementing spending
cuts and reducing aid to local
governments.
Gov. James Rhodes met with
legislative leaders to discuss
his plans for slashing another
$10 million from the budgets of
state government agencies.

THE BILL proposes that the governor, who appoints trustees, choose two
undergraduate students from a list of five who have been elected for the positon
in a campuswide student vote.
"Merely by electing a person doesn't mean that he or she will be interested in
students," Shanklin said.
Randy Reardon, assistant student representative to the Board of Trustees,
also is leery about the election process for the position. He said, "It would probably come down to who has the money or is friends with the governor."
Drew Forhan, student representative to the University Board of Trustees,
and Clint Yinger, Student Government Association state and community affairs coordinator, said they think students do not have the knowledge to cope
with many issues that come before the board.
Based on his own experience with the board, Forhan said, "There are so
many issues that take a long time to understand. My knowledge is short on
some of them."

Inside
Opinion
There has been much discussion and debate over how the
University should commemorate the birthday of Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The
News thinks Jan. 15 should be a
national holiday. Page z.

Elsewhere
Chrysler Loan Guarantee
Board granted conditional approval of the automaker's request for another $400 million in
government loan guarantees.
Pages-

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Jeremy Rios, 6, eye* his newborn sitter, Ellen Rsnae, with hit mother, Georglanne, and hit lather
Apolonio "Rocky" Riot. Jeremy wat the llrat child under age 16 to be permitted to visit the maternity ward
at Wood County Hospital under the new sibling visitation policy.

Viewing birth at a young age
by Julalne Rick

Sports
The Falcon cagers hope to rebound from Wednesday's loss
tomorrow when they host Central Michigan. Page 8.

Weather
Partly cloudy. High 19 F (-7),
low 14 F (-10). 20-percent
chance of precipitation.

Not only was Jan. 13 an eventful
day for 6-year-old Jeremy Rios, but
it also marked the beginning of a
new policy in the maternity ward at
Wood County Hospital.
Jeremy was the first child to participate in the new sibling visitation
policy at the hospital. Previously,
only minors 16 years or older were
permitted to visit their mothers
and newborn siblings in the maternity ward.
Under the new sibling visitation
rights, a meeting time is prear-

ranged and the children are
isolated in a separate room from
the newborn child. While there is no
physical contact, the child still partakes in welcoming the new family
member.
William Culbertson, administrator of Wood County
Hospital, said the policy, effective
last Monday, was started to enable
the arrival of a new child into a
more family-oriented environment.
Georgianne Rios, Jeremy's
mother, said she thinks the new
policy is "the best program ever
started."

Jeremy was so insecure about
the new child that he had telephoned long distance to his mother nine
times in two days.
Mrs. Rios explained that the new
policy enabled Jeremy to experience the love and attention the
newborn child needs, and that he
too is important.
Mr. and Mrs. Rios were the first
to sign up for the sibling visitation.
The success of the new policy is
evident in Jeremy's feelings
toward his baby sister: He said the
first thing be is going to do with his
new sister is, "Hug and kiss her a
lot."

Senate committee approves Haig

AP photo
Alexander Htlg wat approved
yeeterday by the Senate Foreign
Relation! Committee to be
President-elect
Reegen'a
secretary ol atate.

JanJM9M

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee voted 15-2 yesterday to recommend Senate
confirmation of Alexander Haig to be secretary of state,
despite questions raised by some senators about his role
in the Watergate scandal.
Haig, one of the more controversial of President-elect
Ronald Reagan's Cabinet choices, is virtually certain to
be confirmed by the full Senate next Wednesday, the day
after Regan is inaugurated.
The two committee members who voted against Haig's
nomination were Sens. Paul Sarbanes (D-Md) and Paul
Tsongas (D-Mass).
TSONGAS PRAISED the former White House chief of
staff and NATO commander for being "capable, intelligent, tough, pragmatic with a sense of history and a
knack of retaining his options," and predicted he would
"absolutely dominate this administration."
But Tsongas said be opposed Haig's confirmation
because of the risks involved, "the risks Inherent in having all those enormous skills not properly focused by a
dominant sense of moral purpose. The risk of expediency,
despoiling the other wise solid performance."
At other confirmation hearings yesterday:
•The Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee
postponed a scheduled vote on New Jersey construction
executive Raymond Donovan to be labor secretary and
asked FBI Director William Webster to began an investigation of unspecified "new developments" in
Donovan's case.
•William Smith of Los Angeles, personal lawyer and
friend of Reagan, pledged " vigorous protection of the
constitutional and statutory rights of all our citizens" as

the Senate Judiciary Committee began bearings on his
nomination to be attorney general. He faces questioning
about his membership in two private California clubs
that exclude women.
•The Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee
quickly approved the nomination of Terrel Bell, former
commissioner of education, to be secretary of education.
Bell said he would be committed to carrying out
Reagan's pledge to strip the Education Department of
Cabinet status.
•After approving the Haig nomination, the Senate
Foreign Relations opened hearings on the nomination of
Jeane Kirkpatrick, former political science professor at
Georgetown University, to be U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations and the only woman in the Reagan
Cabinet.
FIVE DAYS of exhaustive and sometimes emotional
questioning of Haig during the committee's hearings did
not finally dispose of the Watergate issue, however.
The committee disclosed that lawyers for former
President Richard Nixon had moved to block access to
National Security Council minutes on meetings in which
Haig took part in discussions of the bombing of Cambodia, Vietnam peace talks and covert U.S. operations
against the former Marxist government of Chile.
The committee also is awaiting Nixon's response to a
subpoena for White House tapes and documents held by
the National Archives on conversations between Nixon
and Haig during the final months of the Nixon presidency.

THE BILL states that students would be elected for two years.
And Yinger said, "This means they probably would be elected after their
freshman year, and they just wouldn't be ready."
He said he could not have handled his job as state and community affairs
coordinator as a sophomore.
Trustee Ann Russell also doubts that students would have the knowledge to
deal with board issues.
"You have to have a little experience. There is a lot of state information that
is involved with the running of schools."
IN VIEW of their academic schedules, Russell also pointed out that students
probably would not have the time to fully concentrate on being a trustee.
Shanklin agreed, saying that a trustee position is "a tremendous responsibility."
And because board members are liable financially for their action, Board
President Albert Dyckes said, he was not sure whether or not a student could
handle a case when board members are sued.
continued on page 4

Attempts to revamp constitution

SGA proposes major
overhaul of structure
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

An organizational structure that
mimics the U. S. government's setup
may be the result of the Student
Government Association's effort to
revamp its constitution this quarter.
If amendments to SGA's 25-page
constitution are passed, the group will
have a legislative branch divided into
senators and representatives, President Dana Kortokrax said.
Senators no longer will have to be
elected from particular districts by
students living in those areas, as is
done now.
A representative branch would be
composed of one student from different organizations on campus.
THE BLACK STUDENT Union,
Latino Student Union, Interfraternity
Council, Panhellenic Council, Commuter Off-Campus Organization,
Resident Student Association, World
Student Association and Women for
Women probably would be the
organizations to receive a vote on
SGA, Kortokrax said.
Also, one student from each college
at the University and each
undergraduate level will receive one
vote as representatives.
In hopes that the changes will be
made in time for April elections, Kortokrax said, weekly meetings will
begin Jan. 28 to discuss the amendments.
She added that a lot of opinions will
be needed to decide exactly which
organizations will receive votes on
SGA.

"WE WANT advice from as many
people as possible so that we can
decide what is best for all students,"
Kortokrax said.
Some SGA members say that most
problems will arise when the group
decides which organizations will have
a vote on the representative branch of
SGA.
"It'll take a lot of work to convince
them (different organizations) that
this is not a move to dominate or take
over them," said Randy Reardon,
SGA assistant representative to the
Board of Trustees.
He cited BSU and LSU as organizations that might complain about the
amendments.
But he added, "I feel if we spend
time bickering, we'll never get
anything accomplished."
DREW FORHAN, SGA representative to the Board of Trustees,
agreed that these organizations may
not accept the changes.
"There will be some resentment It
may not be accepted by some
organizations
dealing with
minorities," he said.
Any change will cause some problems, Lyle Ganske, SGA academic
affairs coordinator said, and added,
"But I think the benefits will outweigh
the problems."
And SGA Vice President Brian
Hearing said, "I think it's a step forward. We're not trying to take over,
but give these organizations a better
chance to be heard."

■
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Erasers in the classroom important power struggle
Perhaps, they are just as clever.
And there we all were, Mr. Exclusive, Slop City and me, standing in
"I think we should call a press conthe freezing cold, trying to determine
ference and announce our strategy,
Master," Slop City said.
our next course of action.
"But we need some strategy," I
"Gentlemen, I've called you here
said.
today to decide whether to go for the Gary Benz
"Correct, Grasshopper, you're
jugular or just make a few quick jabs
bright. You have a future," the exand jump back out," Mr. Exclusive University student
alted Mr. Exclusive told me.
said.
The night air grew thick, but he the thunder and put erasers in all of
the classrooms."
HE CONTINUED: "We have to
pressed on.
THE QUESTION was posed, but the smoke-screen this whole issue under
"Gentlemen, as you know, this is
the biggest power struggle we've en- issue avoided simple answers. The the guise of making a positive and
countered since the escort service subtleties were there: Spearheading significant contribution to the betterdebacle. Should we, the three key the eraser mission could be the clin- ment of our constituents - the
members of the Fraternal Council cher between working for Owens- students."
We leaned on his every word like
risk four years and our two-page Coming and Howard Johnsons.
We knew what the eraser mission lackeys.
resumes getting into this power strug"If we can get the students to
gle with the Student Governmental could mean, but did the Student
Agency, or should we let them have Governmental Agency know? believe this, we're well on our way."

Focus

"But how, Mr. Exclusive. How do
we get them to go for this goop?" a
voice yelled.
"Ah, a novice. Let me expound. I
call my roommate who calls his
friend, the president, in the Governmental Agency. She calls me and we
go over to the newspaper to complain
about lack of fair coverage, yellow
journalism and the like. Believe me,
it'll get in the paper if we use the right
words," he said.
"BUT HOW can you be sure," I asked
"Simple, we announce a 'special'
meeting to discuss the feasibility of
erasers in the classrooms, and they'll
send their best reporter," he said.
We nodded like monks.

"But won't it be tough acting like
friends with the president of the
Governmental Agency," Slop City
asked.
"Perhaps. But the ill feelings between us don't really stem from our
resume-building, rather I think she's
still upset from when I upchucked on
her at the mud chug," Mr. Exclusive
said.
THE PLOT thickened. We hadn't
realized the president was a greek,
too.
"Oh, Mighty Master, if the president is greek and we are greek and we
are all alike, isn't it possible that we
could do this together," a naive Slop
City asked.
"Nonsense. We have to cover our

butts. Do you know what this would
look like on your resume?"
His face grew red as his voice grew
louder.
"Are you prepared to give up sole
possession of the erasers? Are you
ready to sacrifice your future?"
HIS ARMS were waving madly and
his mouth was foaming.
"Work together, ha! No way. There
are no friends in life. If you want a job,
you have to play for keeps."
Ihreeof us ran over to restrain him,
but he was out of control. Finally,
three veins in his forehead popped.
Blithe couldn't be stopped.
"Work together. Work together. The
Russians are coming, the Russians
are coming, the..."

Opinion.
Jan. 15 should be
a University holiday

Reagan always will deal with Watergate question
WASHINGTON - While Alexander
Haig made a case for himself before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee this last week, the man who
chose him as secretary of state has an
obligation of his own to fulfill. Ronald
Reagan needs to make crystal clear to
his associates in the incoming administration, to Congress and to the
country how he views the limits on the
use of official power and where he
draws the line on its abuse.
Gen. Haig was a central figure in
the Watergate drama, the chief of
staff in the Nixon White House during
the protracted period of official coverup when the nation's chief magistrate
bent the law and the facts in a
desperate effort to preserve his own
position.

Many people are looking with the wrong perspective
at the debate over whether the birthday of the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. should be a national and
University holiday.
If you get caught up in deciding which dead hero is important enough to remember with a holiday, you have
missed the point.
If you question whether the birthday comes at the right
time of the year, you have forgotten the purpose.
Jan. 15 should be a national and a University holiday, not
just because of the way King lived and died, but for
everything he symbolized.
He battled for the essential freedoms and the fundamental rights of every man. He gave his life to the dream that
no man is less than another because of his race. He became
the spokesman of a movement for basic human decency.
And we would do well to take a day out of our year to David Broder
remember the man and, what is more important, what he
syndicated columnist
stood for.
Jan. 15 should remind us every year how far we have prowill be defending his own role
gressed in realizing King's dream, but also it should warn in Haig
that drama during the Senate hearus how far we have to go.
ings, and one must hope his case is
God knows we need something to reassure us of the value strong enough to allow his quick and
of nonviolence when the Ku Klux Klan and the Nazis adver- overwhelming confirmation. Under
anything but exceptional cirtise their hate in the streets.
the President-elect is enWe need something to emphasize the goal of racial cumstances,
titled to his choice for the job. And
equality when a new president threatens to erase some of goodness knows, there is plenty of
the steps we have made toward that goal.
work to be done.
Many states, including Ohio, have made Jan. 15 that BUT WHATEVER Haig's perforthe new President needs to adreminder. Since the University canceled classes Feb. 16 mance,
dress himself to the ethical and
this year only because it falls at a convenient time of the governmental dimensions of "the
quarter, the day off could easily be Jan. 15.
Watergate question." Neither his apIt's more than Martin Luther King Jr. Day, it's Civil pointees nor the nation should be in
doubt about what Ronald Reagan
Rights Day, and there really can't be much of a debate any
considers permissible in the exercise
over that.
of power.

m%€m{amip*

Focus

One does not have to "wallow in
Watergate" to see the clear need for

Letters.
Take the challenge,
check out CCPU

surrounding us. We promise no
"master plan" or "miracle cure" to
end all of our troubles and turn BGSU
into Utopia. But, if we can help in any
This letter is written to the student
way, then we feel that our purpose has
body of BGSU, the faculty, the adPolitical issues, campus or other- been accomplished.
ministrators and any other concerned wise, are not the specific topic concerparties who may read this letter and ning us here, however. The subject of
We challenge any and all concerned
fed the uncontrollable "urge" to care this letter is informing you, the adults to get in on the ground floor of
reader, of an opportunity to make this emerging organization. The
about what happens in this world.
During fall quarter, a group named your voice heard and your presence CCPU will be holding a meeting on
the Communication and Crime known, both in Bowling Green and in Monday, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m., in the Taft
Prevention Union of BGSU was notic- your life.
Room of the University Union. We will
ed by the campus press when it chose
The CCPU has many worthwhile be discussing proposals for a finalized
to intervene in the on-going struggle projects in mind designed to help constitution and working on some upbetween the Student Government meet the needs and wants and coming projects. The meeting is free
Association and the Black Student alleviate some of the problems of this and open to the public. Look for our
Union. The group was seen again in campus, the students and the area posters around campus this weekend
and also look for another announcement concerning our meeting in Monday's Green Sheet
If, for some reason, you cannot attend, please feel free to contact me,
103 Anderson Hall (37M0B2), or leave
Vol.61
STAFF
No. 46
a message for me at the main desk of
Anderson Hall (372-2367). I or another
Mary Danr*mlller
group member will be more than hapManaging editor
Paul O'Donnali
py to discuss with you, at your conveAtalitant managing adltor
Keith Jamaaon
Ngws adltor
Jonn Lammgra
nience, any aspect of the CCPU. ,
print (this time in the Daily SentinelTribune) when it gave a presentation
to Bowling Green City Council a few
days later.
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No doubt, many of you have heard
something about either our group or
the issues that we have chosen to address. Don't believe everything that
you bear or read. Don't even believe
this letter, necessarily. Come to the
meeting or, if nothing else, just pick
up the phone and call. That's all it
takes. Find out for yourself. That's all
it takes ... to accept the challenge.
Vest Regaa Davis, ihsiiiiisa
The Cemm—arataaa sad Crime

Preveatiea Union ef BGSU
IB AaoVraoB Hall

...

• ,
any new President to put himself
plainly on record against the inevitable tendency of his deputies to
cut corners in order to achieve what
they take to be his goals.
Reagan faces that obligation particularly, because his past pronouncements have left an impression
that is, to put it politely, less than an
unequivocal guide to acceptable
behavior.
After voicing the initial skepticism
that virtually all Republicans expressed about the origins of the
Watergate break-in, Reagan by
mid-1974 was calling it "an illegal, an
immoral act...and very stupid, incredibly stupid." But he was not so
clear about the cover-up, saying six
weeks before Nixon's resignation that
"tiie time has come to put it in proper
perspective." Because "this system is
working," he told California
Republican candidates on June 22 of
that year, "there is no reason for
anyone to comment now, except to
say that we will presume that all are
innocent unless and until proven guilty."
TWO WEEKS earlier, in an interview with columnists Rowland Evans
and Robert Novak, Reagan was
quoted as saying that his own reading

of the Watergate transcripts (soon to
be the basis of the House Judiciary
Committee's impeachment votes)
showed him no evidence of criminal
activity by Nixon. He added the
curious comment that Nixon's critics
had turned to "vague areas like
morality and so forth" in their efforts
to bring him down. Reagan reacted as
if the major offense was Nixon's profanity, commenting that, "I've had
some meetings in this office when I've
been (so) enraged at the legislature
that I would not have wanted my
mother to hear."
When Nixon resigned and was pardoned by Gerald R. Ford, Reagan supported Ford's action on the grounds
that "Mr. Nixon has suffered as much
as any man should."
I supported the pardon myself though not on those grounds. But I find
it disturbing that five years later,
when Reagan returned to the subject
of Watergate in a 1979 newspaper column, it was hard to tell where he
thought the real abuse of power had
occurred.
In praising Nixon campaign fundraiser Maurice Starts' book on the subject, Reagan wrote: "Is this book
another of the groveling apologies we

have come to expect from Watergate
figures? Not on your life! ...The book
offers constructive criticism of the socalled (and often self-proclaimed)
heroes of Watergate: the prosecutors,
the press, and even Sen. Sam Ervin
and Judge John Sirica."'
SPEAKING OF Ervin, Reagan
wrote: "Those who were willing to
come before the committee and the
national television audience and bend
over backwards to admit their guilt
were treated well by the chairman.
But those who had the nerve to insist
on their innocence, as Stans did, were
subject to plainly abusive treatment."
Watergate was no issue in Reagan's
election, nor should it have been. But
it would be a mistake for Reagan - or
any President - to assume that the
abuse of power could not recur, unless
clear limits are publicly set By
reaching back to the Nixon White
House for bis principal Cabinet
member, Reagan has made that
obligation even clearer for himself.
It would serve him well to speak
promptly - and clearly - to the issue.
(c) 1981, The Washington Post Company
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Briefs.
Clarification

WSA international party

Put of the quote tram "Still life With Woodpecker"
used at the beginning of an entertainment story in
Thursday's News should have read, "Humanity has advanced, when it has advanced, not because it has been
sober, responsible and cautious, but because it has been
playful, rebellious and immature." The News regrets
the error.

An international party will be held today from 9:00
p.m. to midnight in the Commuter Center, basement of
Moseley Hall. The World Student Association and Commuter Center will provide refreshmenta and a sound
system.

Clarification

The American Society of Interior Designers student
chapter will meet Jan. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Room, Union.

An editorial in Thursday's News incorrectly stated
that the start of the Student Government Association's
Escort Service was delayed last week because of a lack
of communication between SGA and the Interfratemity
Council. SGA Senator Jim Happen said the service
originally was planned to start this week. The News
regrets the error.

Pommerettes to perform
The Pommerettes will perform at halftime of the Jan.
17 Bowling Green-Central Michigan basketball game,
which begins at 5 p.m.

Interior design meeting
Crime prevention meeting
The Communication and Crime Prevention Union will
meet Jan. 19 at 7 p.m. in the Taft Room, Union.

Nautilus clinic
A Nautilis clinic will be held Jan. 19-20 from 7-6 p.m.
in the Women's Exercise Room, Student Recreation
Center. The clinics are free and public.

Boxing clinic

The German Club will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in 28
ShatzelHalL

Boxing clinics will be held Jan. 17, 24 and 31 from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Student Recreation Center. The
clinics do not require sign-ups and are operated on a
drop-in basis.

Creative Music lecture

Jewish Students Group services

German Club meeting

The Creative Music Association is sponsoring a lecture entitled, "Musicians and Music Schools: Unwilling
Partners," Jan. 17 at 1:30 pjn. in the Recital Hall, Old
Music Bldg.

'Potpourri' to be presented
The Creative Music Association will present
"Potpourri," a concert of chamber music, Jan. 19 at
8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall, Old Music Bldg.

Post office positions open
The Bowling Green Post Office, 111 W. Washington
St, is taking applications for clerk and carrier positions. Applications are due Jan. 19-23, between 8:30 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m., at the post office. A written and physical
exam will be given later. Applicants must be at least
18-years-old and no experience is needed. For more information call the post office.

Physical education meetings
All secondary physical education majors (Plan I and
III) who plan to student teach next fall, winter or spring
quarter must attend a meeting in 106 Eppler North
either 12:30 p.m., or 3:30 p.m. or 6:30 p.m. on Jan. 26, or
12:30 p.m., or 3:30 p.m. or 6:30 p.m. on Jan. 27.

The Jewish Students Group is continuing its weekly
Friday service during winter quarter. Services are held
at 7 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Union.

Undergraduate degree audits
Undergraduate students who have earned 120 quarter
hours and have not obtained a degree audit, should contact their college advising office this quarter. Degree
audits include a listing of all courses yet to be completed
for each student's degree program. Questions concerning degree audits should be addressed to the student's
college advising office.

Jazz improvisation courses
The Creative Music Association is offering courses in
jazz improvisation. Classes begin Jan. 20 and run
through March 15. For more information call 352-3208.

Graduate fellowhips
Seniors planning graduate study can apply for
graduate fellowships offered by Phi Kappa Phi, a national scholastic honorary. The awards are $4,500 each
and several $200 honorable mentions will be awarded.
The University chapter will nominate a student for the
$4,500 awards and will award its recipient with $100.
Deadline is Feb. 6.- Information and application forms
are available from Neil Pohlman, 529 Education Bldg.

staff photo by Dean Koepfler
Michelle Micha, a Junior music major, practice* playing bar violin In preparation for an orchestra presentation this Sunday at 3 p.m. at Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Canter.

Cut Class
Omelettes and Pancakes

Rock Cornish Hen

Choke of Swiss, American. Mozarella, Parmesan, Bleu
Bacon and Cheddar

Served on wild rice.

Santeed Spinach and Mushrooms

Chunks of braised beef and vegetables served in a crock.

Buttermilk Pancakes
Three generous pancakes.

Blueberry Pancakes
Three generous pancakes with blueberries added.

Sandwiches

House Burger
Cheese, bacon and our own sauce.

French Dip
Graciously offered shaved beef on a roll.

Steak Sandwich
A beef eaters favorite...broiled to your taste.

Seahawk

Classic

Starlight

Bouquet

Petite

Unique

Beef Stew
Beef Kabob
Marinated beef and mixed vegetables served on rice.
Pork Chops

Two thickly cut. tender chops broiled to a golden brown.
Shrimp Orry
Six gigantic shrimp served on wild rice.

Tornadoes Hunter Style
Two three ounce filets covered in a burgundy sauce.
Boneless Breast Of Chicken
With mushroom stuffing on rice pilaf finished with supreme sauce.
Broccoli spears on the side. No potato needed for this meal.

Hot Roast Beef Sandwich With Mashed Potatoes
A traditional favorite like you've never had before.
Burger Burger
Our burgers have the finest lean beef available.

Colorado

Dinners

Our Basic Cheese

Best Of The West
The classic...ham, onion, peppers and tomoaloes.
Suicide
Everything...and we mean everything. Please, we can't be held
responsible!

Traditional

Quiche 81 Crepes
with s£ud
Quiche Lorraine
A sinfully rich and tender egg pie.
Vegetarian Quiche
Bacon Mushroom Quiche

All Next Week
Pick your favorite ArtCarved class ring. Cut it out.
Keep it with you for a while. Get an idea what it's
like to own the ring that says, "I did it!"
Then, next week, have the genuine article fitted
by. the ArtCarved representative visiting campus.
For one u*ek only, you'll have our newest selection
of ring styles to choose from — and a specialist
who will make sure the fit is perfect. Plus, there
will be some incredible ArtCarved offers to cut the
cost of your class ring . . .

Any way you cut it, next week is the best u*elc to select your ArtCarved class ring.'

Chicken And Mushroom Crepe

Chop Sirloin
A dieter's special., broiled and served with celery
and cottage cheese.
Hot Dog
A ballpark favorite.
Open Face Crabmeat
English muffin decked
with tomato slice.

CUT your ties with the past during our "Great
Ring Exchange!" Trading your old 10K gold high
school ring for a new ArtCarved college ring could
save you as much as $90.
CUT the cost of a traditional or contemporary
Siladium ring to just $79.95 — a special ArtCarved
"Ring Week" discount up to $20.
CUT a smashing figure with a women's class ring
from our exciting new "Designer Diamond Collection."

/IRKTIRVED

\ COLLEGE RINGS

. . . SYMBOLIZING YOUR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Student Services Building
Regular Hours, Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00
Deposit required. MastsrCharge or VISA accepted.

ARTCARVED REPRESENTATIVE
HOURS
Monday through Friday, January 19-23
Hours: 10:00 • 4:00
) ArtCarved College Rut*
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Dayton family anxiously awaits for return
of son, University grad held in Iran

University Library survives financially
through private funding, endowments
With budget cuts abounding at many state universities,
private funding is always a welcome relief.
One area of the University that is getting a needed financial boost is the Library, thanks to a $150,000 challenge
grant from the National Endowment'for the Humanities.
According to the stipulations of the endowment, the
University must raise $3 for every f 1 of federal monies, or
9450,000. The award will be spread out over the next three
years with each year's funding dependent upon the University's ability to raise the matching funds.
But if the most recent figures are any indication, the
Library will have no problems raising the matching funds.
DR. DW1GHT BURLINGAME, dean of University
libraries, said $150,000 already has been pledged or received from private sources. The biggest donation received is a
$75,000 gift from an anonymous donor to be spread over the
next three years.
That donation, coupled with about $75,000 solicited from
parents of students, has put the Library much closer to
meeting its goal.
To ensure that the Library ultimately reaches its goal,
Burlingame said, efforts to secure more donations are being intensified.
Plans are being made to file grant requests with private
foundations asking them to support the Library, he said.

ALTHOUGH NATIONAL endowments are nothing new,
Burlingame said, the concept of private fund raising for
state universities is a new idea.
"This is a new endeavor for state universities. If we can
do this it will keep the Library and the humanities strong
for the future," be said. "Private funding makes the difference between an average and an excellent program."
If the goal is met, Burlingame said, the $800,000 will be
used for three specific areas.
First, $350,000 will be used to purchase books,
periodicals and other materials dealing with the
humanities.
Second, $150,000 will be used to purchase special shelving and other equipment to expand and improve the
Library's book and periodical preservation program. Burlingame said many books printed in the 20th century will
deteriorate within 75 years, adding that preservation efforts must be started to keep the Library's collections intact
The final $200,000 will be used to establish an endowment Burlingame said the interest from the endowment,
about $20,000-$30,000 a year, will be used to offset the effects of inflation on the Library and improve services and
programs to the University.

trustees oppose uom>-9"
Trustee M. Shad Hanna said he
believes the situation works in other
states, but added, "I have a problem
putting one group on the board and excluding other groups.
"U you represent one special interest group on a board, then you
should represent all of them. It should
be all or nothing," he said.

coordinator, agreed with Stinziano,
and said many trustees have to travel
more than two hours to come to Bowling Green.
Ganske said the idea of students
voting on boards is "super", and added, "The more student votes the better."

BUT STTNZIANO said boards of
trustees especially need the kind of
perspective that students could give.
"Generally speaking, trustees come
up once a month to a University. They
don't live on campus, and they don't
come in daily contact with everyday
events on the campus," he said.
Lyle Ganske, SGA academic affairs

SGA PRESIDENT Dana Kortokrax
also agrees with the bill, although she
said she can see both sides of the
issue.
"I think the basic idea of having a
say is a good idea," she said.

SlNG-A-L
FRI. & SAT. NIGHT

Try your hand at our Gut-budietl

by Kathryn Coll
wire editor

While the Iranians and the
Americans tussle over the terms
for release of the 52 American
hostages, Eugene and Margaret
Lauterbach of Dayton anxiously
wait for news of their 29-year-old
son.
Steven Lauterbach, who
graduated magna cum laude from
the University in 1972 with a degree
in English, only has communicated
with his family through 11 letters
and a few brief videotapes from
Iranian television.
The most recent letter was hand
delivered by the Algerian emmissaries who saw the hostages
during Christmas, Mrs. Lauterbach said.
The letter, she said, was "very
welcome. The last one we got
(through the mail) was on Dec 5,
and it had been written Oct. 31."
"THERE 18 no pattern at all to
the mail. In fact, we've only received 11 letters," she said.
Conversely, other hostage
families have received even fewer
letters, she said.
The Lauterbachs have become
acquainted with some of the other
hostage families during their two
trips to Washington, D.C.
The recent Iranian television
transmissions brought an image of
Steven into the Lauterbach's living
room.
Mrs. Lauterbach said she
thought her son looked well and

Chicken Cordon Bleu
$4.95 Mon.-Thun.

AST CHANCE

sd§^==^

To sign-up for a mini-course.
All classes begin the week of January 19.

i

STUDY JAZZ IN BOWLING GREEN
THE CREATIVE MUSIC ASSOCIATION NOW
OFFERS CLASSES IN THE FOLLOWING
SUBJECTS:

"1
I
8
i
i
I

a

Beginning

piano

Guit,ar
e

Beginning Billiards
Advanced Billiards
Yoga
Photo,Vraphy

jv\acr am
Be,.v Danc.no

^^

S/g„ ^
9

°°9e

Frisbee

Running

^
\

JAZZ IMPROVISATION
STUDIO ARRANGING
JAZZ REPITIORE
CLASSES START JAN 20 - END MAR. 15
LIMITED ENROLLMENT

Sign-up by 5 p.m. today in UAO office-

Creative Music Association
FOR MORE INFO CALL
352-3208

BMA!
sMass-aWWaSsi

•Convenient

Fees due upon sign-up.

hearing and seeing him was very
reassuring.
STEVEN'S MESSAGE to Us
family and to the rest of the country
was simply: "God bless all of you
and God bless America,"
She said his thoughts were not for
himself but for the rest of the country.
Mrs. Lauterbach refused to comment on if she believed there would
be any policy changes when the

Reagan administration takes over.
She also would not comment on
the U.S. hostage release proposal,
which included the steady placement of increasing sums of Iranian
assets outside the control of the
United States, but not yet into the
hands of Iran.
Until such an agreement is
reached, Steven remains in captivity where his only tie to Ohio is a few
trickling letters.

pTfrfuS

This is your

leade Mea.-M. 1IJS;
Maaar HUa.-TV.rv 5-10. Fri. 1 S«t. 5-11

AP photo
Steven Lauterbach, a University graduate, and one of the 52
Americans held hostage In Iran, Is shown giving a televised
massage from Tehran this last Christmas.

FISH

I

PETE SADDLE
1011S. MAIN
352-0459
BUT AIT TROPICAL FISH AT REGULAR PRICE
DET ITS MATE FOB lc
—SALE EI9S JAIMBT 18—
OPEN 7 DATS A WEES
BOWLING GREEN'S ONLY FULL LITE PET SHOP

Food Mart

811 HaskinsRd.
JUST SOUTH OF W. POE RD.

High BEER & WINE
NOW AVAILABLE ON

SUNDAY
1pm to midnight
FEATURING COLD BEER & WINE
Winter Special

BAG
PARfY ICE
Buy one got ono free

79*
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
EVERYDAYOF THE YEAR
and that Include: today

SPRING BREAK IN DAYTONA BEACH

by the UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
MARCH 20-29,1981

7 Nights at the Plaza!!
Cheaper than last year!!

4 PER ROOM
(2 Double Beds)

•181

6 PER ROOM
(3 Double Beds)

Must Sign in Group of 6
TRIP INCLUDES
• Round trip motor coach transportation on first
class charter coaches leaving the campus Friday
evening March 20 and traveling straight through
with plenty of partying to Daytona Beach, arriving
the following day. The return trip departs the following Sat. in the afternoon, and arrives beck on campus
the next day.
• A full seven nights accommodations at the Plaza
Hotel of Daytona Beach. Florida.
• A great time in Daytona with special parties and
activities.
• Optional trip to Disney World available daily from the
hotel.
• All taxes and gratuities.

SIGN UP MOW AT THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES OFFICE
(3rd floor student union)
MON.-FRI. 9:30-12 and 1-4:30 p.m. —
OR CALL 372-2343

I
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Elsewhere
Day in review^

Cold wave
freezes fruit
in Florida

Nuclear plant scaffolding burned
MOSCOW, Ohio (AP) - Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. officials said
Wednesday that a fire occurred Tuesday night in a wooden scaffold inside
a vertical steam tunnel at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station under construction here.
The cause of the fire was not determined, officials said. They reported
no injuries or damages and said the fire was extinguished by operations
personnel at the plant
The scaffold was for use by pipefitters, but no one was working when the
fire occurred, officials said.
CG&E said the fire was reported to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and that the blaze would not hinder construction at the facility,
which is scheduled to begin commercial production of electricity in 1982.

by tha Aaaoclalad Praaa
, The governor of Massachusetts
yesterday ordered schools closed to
conserve precious fuel, while
Florida orange juice producers
jacked up their prices to record
levels almost before the ice on the
citrus trees had melted.
Across the frigid East, a cold
wave that came in at Christmas
had eased up a bit, but light snow
sprinkled the icy sludge already on
the ground in a wide area, waterways remained blocked and some
cities were running out of fuel to
keep their people warm.
In Florida, where one-fifth of the
orange crop - the equivalent of 49
million gallons of concentrated
orange juice - was wiped out in
three nights of record freezing
temperatures earlier this week,
juice producers were trying to
recoup their losses through higher
prices.

Stouffer's Inn Dec. 4 fire arson
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP) - The fire at Stouffer's Inn that killed X
persons on Dec. 4 was caused by arson, Westcnester authorities said
yesterday.
Westcnester District Attorney Carl Vergari said that someone poured
"an accellerant" into a corridor of the third floor of the hotel conference
center, where several rooms full of business executives were meeting.
He would not comment on possible suspects in the case or when and if he
expects an arrest.
"We don't have enough evidence to lock up anybody," Vergari said at a
news conference at which he discussed the results of his investigation.

AP photo

Three nights of record freezing temperaturea cauaa problems for local orange growers In St. Petersburg,
Fla. Jane Sain and Judy Lyles check their garden aa Iclclts form on a rope fence that surround* tha area.

Chrysler granted conditional $400 million in loans
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board
granted conditional approval Wednesday night to the tottering automaker's
application for another $400 million in
government loan guarantees.
The board's approval was conditioned on ratification by members of the
United Auto Workers of wage concessJons totalling <622 million, and by

presentation by Chrysler of
agreements to convert about $600
million in outstanding loans and to
pay off another $500 million at 30 cents
on the dollar in installment - effectively canceling about $350 million in
debts.
Other conditions call for Chrysler to
commit itself to "all possible steps" to
a merger or other means of raising

new capital; to present approval from
its suppliers of $36 million additional
concessions and to promise to try to
get an equal amount in 1981; and for
the UAW to agree to take the company's shaky finances into consideration in future contracts.
THE BOARD'S decision came after
the three-member panel summoned
the heads of the company and its ma-

jor union to their meeting.
Chrysler submitted its revised application earlier in the day after tentative approval by a 13-member
bargaining committee of the United
Auto Workers Union on a new package
of concessions to the company.
Details of the agreement were not
known.
UAW President Douglas A. Fraser

barbara brown's
of Waterville

1st ANNUAL WINTER

NAVA R R L:

CLOTHIERS

.

minimal necessary to satisfy the
secretary," said UAW spokesman
Don Stillman.
Stillman's use of the word
"minimal" echoed the term used
Tuesday by Treasury Secretary G.
William Miller, chairman of the loan
guarantee board, to characterize the
assistance Chrysler wanted from the
union.

said nothing as he entered the conference room where the loan board
was meeting, and Chrysler Chairman
Lee A. Iacocca said only, "see you on
the way out"
"You can't be happy in this kind of
situation," Fraser said. "You can't
call it a victory when you gave up so
much, made so many concessions."
"OBVIOUSLY OUR goal is to do the

1981 SUPER SALE

STUDENT SPECIALS
wmmrt

Up To 40% OFF
Everything In The Store
FINE TRADITIONAL AND CLASSIC MEN'S
AND LADfS' CLOTHING

Peddler's Alley, Waterville

30%-50% OFF
Belts
Blouse*
Sweaters
Slacks
Kilts
Jumpers
Purses

Blazers
Skirts
Shirts
Vests
Dresses
Long Skirts
Gloves

M-W KM.; TH-SAT. KM3

87MMI

We Believe In . . .
20% off all
Shetland Sweaters

m
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00
24 N. Third St. • Waterville • 878-8420

better tradional clothing for women

MONDAY
5 to 7
Pagliai's

EAST
& SOUTH
Monday. 5 to 7 only, get a
pizza free wnen.you purchase another pizza of
equal or greater value!
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick up
or eat-in only.)

Fogliai's
Mon-Wed
11 am-2 am

SOUTH

EAST

945 S. Main
352-7571

440 E. Court
352-1596

Thurs-Sat
11 am-3 am

Sun
4 pm-Mldnlght

2-Door, sunroof, automatic,
stereo w/cassette RUNS GREAT! $895.00

1976 HONDA CVCC
Falcon orange, 5 Speed

ONLY

The
Emporium

2foM
PIZZA

1972 VOLKSWAGEN

20 N. THIRD ST. • WATERVIUE
PHONE 878 6066

$1295.00

NAVARRE

OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC, Inc.
1013 N. Main
Bowling Green

353-1241
Tol. 255-7073

SPECIAL AREA SHOWING!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
AT MIDNIGHT ONLY!!!
BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:30 P.M. - SHOWTIME 12 MIDNIGHT I

MOVING OFF-CAMPUS??
learn everything you need
to know at the

Student Consumer
Union
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
INFORMATION NIGHT
wed.,jan.21
220 math-science

A

because you deserve to know...

A COMICAL,MUSICAL MOVIE EXTRAVAGANZA KATUNNGI
THE GREATEST ANIMAL MOMENTS W MOVE MBBMrr!

V <*
mfky»

Mi

id

IK

with the greatest animal
stars including...

"BONZO"

SLA-ZEL&2

129 N. MAIN. B.C.

353-1361
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Classifieds
LOST a FOUND
MARY
I
found
your
wellet/make up bag. Call Chris
M»-5«U
Lost glasses In block a oroy COM.
Contoct off-campus mailbox
1777.
FOUND: pair of wtiitoLovl pants
on Woostor St. naar (rets. Call

MMaW.

navicas OFF«»«D
EXPERT TYPING. Rmmoa
ratas. Call 35? 7305.
INCOM1 TAX FR«FAR*TION
Notary Sarvlcts
Call Flint Haldiobaugh 351-0245.

PERSONALS
Basic scuba classes offered
Winter quarter at the Roc
Center. Cost S100. Sign up at the
SRC office 373 7711.
Stump, Is mat the sixty ninth
time that you have done It? The
Brothers.
The Sisters of Alpha Chi would
like to congratulate Deb 4 Randy
on your engagement Best wishes
to both of you In the futuro.
B.G.s u. Ski Team 11 Get psych
ed for the Governor's Cup race
this weekend! Good luck a ski
well I Love. Polly.
1
FREE
BASKETBALL
TICKETS register weekly at
Command Performance, The
Hairstyllng Place, for free
reserved seat home game
tickets. No obligation Drawing
at 6:00 pm on preceding day.
3S3 9IS*.
Phi Delts Thanks for storting our
Quarter out right! The tea was
groan The Alpha Xl's.
Slg Eps get psyched! The DG's
are ready for a great time Friday
night.
Beer 4 for t. Women 4 for t.
Music 4 for 1. Fun 4 (or i
Craiiness 4 for 1. Men 4 for I.
N E Commons Sat. "rh_9_2am
Sue Great news! I'm going on
National Student Exchange next
year to get a minor In range
management at Montana State
Univ. Learned all the details
from Nancy Miller, Ctr. for
Educ Options, 231 Admin. Bldg
You should check It out! Barb.
Congratulations Deb Glassburn
a Donna Stambaugh for being
picked Who's Who in American
Colleges. We're sure proud of
youl Love. Your Phi Mu sisters.
Delta Sigma PI sponsored beer
blast, plenty of beer, plenty of
Beatles music, plenty of....N.E.
Commons 9-1 am Saturday.
Betas a Lambda Chl's we AX's
are psyched to put on our skates
a roll the nlgnt away.
Beware SAE's. the Phi Mu'ssay,
Friday night's games we're
ready to play.
.
Don't miss the super -ease a* theLocker Room, 112 S. Main.
TOO MANY CLASSES? Is your
course load Interfering with getting your hair styled? Remember
that Command Performance,
The Hairstyllng Place, is open
every weekday evening until
9:00pm- and 12:00 to 5:00 on Sun
day. 352 «15t.
The candle passed before our
eyes, when you blew It out we
were so surprised! Congratula
lions Cindy Kaiser on your
lavallering to Mark. L a L. your
ADPi sisters.
SIOMA CHI'S, get psyched for
the wildest party this quarter.
Plenty of women, plenty of guys
a a hell-of a Iota beer will
definitely make for a killer par
tylll
Butchie, Congratulations on your
inauguration. Love, Loretta,
Gayle. Laura. Pam a the rest of
the Mu Phi Beta gang.
Pick up a FREE listing of BG
apartments plus a booklet about
the do's a don't of off campui liv
Ing at the Student Consumer
Union Off campus Housing In
formation Night, Wednesday,
Jan. 21, at 7:30 In 210 MSC. Stu
dent Consumer Union because
you deserve to know.

don, that's who! We're all proud
Of you two! L a L, Your ADPI
Sisters.
Congratulations Rory a Jill on
your engagement. Best wishes.
The Lambda on Brothers.

Beatles Beer Blast. 20 kegs. 4 for
1. NE Commons. Saturday 17th
e-iem.
Tune In to WFAL: Saturday
Night, for the Saturday night
feature on "Heavy Metal"! eat
AM. The AM tut Isn't!
We love you AX Pledges, oh ygt
we do! When you're not near us
we're blue. Oh pledges we love
you. Your AX Sisters.
The sorors ol Zeta Phi Beta Invite
you to come out a meet the 1*00
Zeta Love Court a congratulate
the new Mr. Blue Magic Zen
Love Court this Friday. Jan. 16.
The dance will begin at Kpm cost will be 11.00. By the way
Dress to Impress!I!
The Raiders a the Eagles won't
be there, but the ADPI's won't
give a care. The Sigma NIT'S are
sure to score when the ADPI's
walk through the door. Get
psyched (or our football tea!
Kirk's Coin Laundry Invites ye»
to a party! Tues., wed. a Tnors.
at 7Q» S, Mam,
Theta Chl's Get psyched for a
fantastic time tonight. We're
anxious to do it up right. The Chi
Omega's.
.
My oculist cells me far-sightedmat's why I'm looking now for a
Sept. living situation 27 yr. old
woman seeks compatible roommate/s for grad school re-entry
after 4 yrs. public relations work.
Planning ahead Is only one of my
virtues; others can be discussed
through mail as I prepare to take
the plunge. Good-natured adventuresome sorts please contact R.
Sue Smith, 2014 Sunnyslde B-14.
Kalamaioo. Ml 4*001.
Basic Scuba classes offered
Winter Quarter at the Rec
Center. Cost SIOO. Sign-up at the
SRC Office. 372 2711.
KEGS KEGS KEGS KEGS
COMMONS COMMONS COMMONS
Saturday Jan. 17th *-l.
Go Monlke! You can conquer
Snow Trails this weekend!
Go get 'em! Your Roomie.
Sub-MeQuIck announces their
new Items (LASAONA. WINE
AND MAROUERITAS.I143 E.
Woostor.
Hey Slgl Happy 21st. Hope you
enloy this weekend's celebration
a your special present a letter
from Linda on Monday.
WANTED: Native to teach
Arabic. Call Diane at (41*)
447 3735.
DONUTS DELIVERED? SURE!
By the GETAWAY. Delivery
from ; 30 10am Mon.-Fri., I 10
am Sat.. »-lpm Sun.-Thur. Call
352-4102.
ON THE AIR 24 HOURS DAILY.
WFAL will get your requests on .
Call 610am at 2 2411!
Don't miss the Pommerette's
performance at the BO-Central
Michigan Basketball game en
Sat. Jan. 17,
Ladles of Phi Mu. The SAE's ore
■ready a psyched to- •*■•-«»
night away. Get yourselves
prepared for the party thafs genna rock the whole campus!
Congratulations
Carl
Unterwelser for being selected In
Who's Who Among American
Colleges a Universities. Your
Lambda Chi Alpha Brothers.
COOPERATIVE HAIR STYLING? Absolutely! Shampoo your
own hair before-hand; and Command Performance. The
Hairstyllng Place, will precision
cut and blow-dry style It for lust
S10.00! Blow-dry styling a lone tor
lust xs 00! (These special BGSU
prices not eligible for usual 10%
student discount.) 352 *I5».
SCHUSS MT., MICH. Jan. 23-25.1
ST* Includes: 2 day lift tickets. 2
nights in condominiums. 3 meals.
Final payment due Jan. 21,1:00,
112 BA for Info, call: Gmny
352 4371. Sue 372-35*5,
Live Music Live Music Upstairs
at The Longbranch-Wed. thru
Saturday-Doors
open at
9:00pm. come early for a good
seat. Quality entertainment in
BG'S tinest Night Club!
t7rjrrf>7
Happy Hours at 2 for 1. 5-7pmT
days a week at Sub-Me-Qulck. 143
E Wooster.
Who's got the sexiest legs In BG?
Lynn Van Vooren a Elayne Reer-

CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS
RINGS. Check other prices, then
can 152-4175 for the highest gold
prices offered. Ask for Stay.
es at
i?T
Leave yeurs
Rent cross country skis for only
M a day) Call 353-M7*. THE
SHOP.
Wednesday Is Italian night at
Sut>M* QUICK, Si.** buys our
delicious lasagne a hot buttered
garlic bread. Served 5 9pm, eat
In Only. It goes great with our
new wine.
Do you like helping people? Then
be an Orientation Leader. Applications for Orientation Leader
interviews, 405 Student Services,
Jan. 15-Jan. 22.
Happy 21st Birthday Kyle a
thanks for helping through ptedg
Ing! Love, your Lll Sis Chris.
JENKO: You Loose! I Happy Birthday.- The Brothers of Zeta
Omega Omega Mu.
Basic Scuba classes offered
Winter Quarter at the Rec
Center. Cost SIOO. Sign-up at the
SRC Office. 372-2711.
REDUCED PRICES-did you
know Command Performance.
The Hairstyllng Place, has cut
prices on pormanenfs 4 coloring? And haircuts are half-price
with any perm? And 13 60 less
with any coloring? And you can
now make appointments for
either perms or coloring?
352*151.
J.O.W. Crombktwhet does the Inside of that MSU bar really look

a smell llkelll

Mutley. You may make bad popcorn, a lousy criminal a an even
worse match maker but when it
comes to understanding a support you're the best. Cheerful
Lor.
Alpha Chi Omega's a Betas. The
Lambda Chl's are psyched for a
great rolforball Saturday.
Creative gifts, unique homo accents for your room or apt. Add
Amusements. Perry's Landing.
Perrysburg, Ohio 174 50*1.
Gwen a Bob, Congratulations on
your Gamma Phi Beta-Phi Psl
lavallering. Too bad the cats out
of the bag!
CUSTOM IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
CUSTOM IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
EAST COURT, 117 E. Court.
352 10*7,
So it's your 'birthday. Figs? Fir*
Chief I Love, Leslie, Ann. Susan a
Beth.
Carolyn, you ere my sun a my
moon. Happy Annlversery. Your
Methodist Beta.

F. needed to sublet apt. with 2
otter glrJa Close la.campus. t*5
mo. Call 353-73*1.
Single mele looking for nice 1
bdrm. apt. starting Fall '01, close
to campus. Ph. 352-7021, after

SSL

WANTED! Someone for IMMEDIATE subis of 1 bdrm.apt.
For more Info, call 352 3910.
Garage or similar shelter for car
near campus. Call 372-)0e*. ask
for Jim.
F. rmte. needed to share apt.
close to campus for 11 12 yr. Call
372-5473. (1).
Rmte. needed to share house
with 2 others. Own room. S105 a
ulil Call 3541304.
F. rmte. for Wtr. a Spr. Qtrs.
S2*0 plus utll. Ph. 152-7434.
1 or 7 M or F fo subls. apt. 451
Thurstin St. Furn. S200 mo. Cell
372-61*7.
1 F. rmte. fo share opt. S»5 mo.
35? 3160.
F.rmfe. needed to share apt.
Vjoik. from campus Spr. Qtr. Call
352-4*25.
1 F, rmte. for Spr. Qtr. apt.
across from Offenhauer. Furn., 2
bdrms., 2 baths. Rent t*1.7S mo.
plus utll. Call 352-34B1.
F. rmte. needed Jan. thru Aug.
31st. Own bdrm. Inexpensive.
Call 154-1354.

HELP WANTED

BO News needs a lab assistant
for the Photo Dept. on a.
volunteer basis. If Interested
please call 372 260), ask for Tim.
Babysitter for prof. Some eves.
Own car. Call 352 3135 or 372-211*.
Go-Go Girts needed Mon., Tues.
a Weds, nights from 9pm Jam
Call 424*016 or 422-0103 or stop In
at Gold Mine. 13* N. Main.
Flndley.
PI. time welters/waitresses.
Must be avail. Mon. Fri. nlte
after asm 4 weekends. Apply
Comer Kitchen. Ill S. Mam.
Delivery people wanted. Pt.
time. Must be over 11, have own
car a Insurance. Starting pay
S3.35 hr plus tips plus commission. With tips a commission our
drivers make from S4.10 fo(9*0
per hour. Apply In person,
weekdays, between 4 30 6 30pm
at Domino's 1616 E Wooster.
notice of Auditions: Tryouts for
"THE ADDED ATTRACTION"
at the WESTGATE DINNER
THEATRE will be held Setudey.
January 17,1*S1, from 12 noon to
3pm at the Theatre In Westgate
Village Shopping Center. Toledo,
for talented people over 11.
Prepare one upbeat a one ballad
a wear appropriate attire for
dancing. Please call the box office at (41*) 537 mi for an audl
Men appointment.
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe,
Asia. S. Amer, Australia. All
F lelds-SSOO-1200m on thly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write:
IJC Box 52-OH3. Corona Del Mer,
CA*2625.
FOR SALE
Lute. Excell. cond. Call David
Hanson. 422-5126, or Lorl at
372 6*02.
Scott Receiver 35 watts, all
feature*. Best offer. Ph. 152-7021
after 5:00.
1 yr. old Ovation guitar. Perfect
Condition. Call 352-5362 after 6
p.m.
Skis, poles, bindings, a site lOVi
Nordka boots. 1250 Call 352 3045
1 pair men's ski boots. Size
lOVi-il. Good cond., S15. so 90
Rock a Roll arrack tapes at 1,2.
3 dollars. 10-12 Rock a Roll
posters for 15 Call 152193a, ask
for Scon.
Takamlne 12-sfrlng acoustic
guitar. Excell. cond. Asking S320.
Jerry 352 4915
Mobile home. 3 bdrms.. shed,
washer/dryer. 15,500 or best of
fer. Payment plan could be accepted with a small downpayrnent. 352 6421 214 Gypsy Lane
Estates.
1*67 vw Bug. Runs a looks great.
Many new parts. Must sell, saoo
or best offer. 352 2412.

u

AND SPORTSWEAR
101 N. Main on the 4 corners downtown B.C.'

Dixie Electric Co.

THRUSTIN AVE 352 5435.

An Entertainment Utility

Near campus. 521 E. Merry,
turn. apts. 4 person for Fall '11.
Call John Newsove Real Estate.
152-6553.
1 F, needed fo share house with 2
other F. 11)5 mo. 4 utll. 154-1631.
Brand new 2 bdrm. furn. apts.
Gas heat. 615 Second St. Call
Newlove Realty, Inc. 351 5161.
Quiet, sound controlled furn.
studios with built-in bookcases,
attic storage, a short term leeses
avail. Grad students only. Call
now 152-76*1.

PUNK ROCK NITE
PARTY
Friday, Jan. 16th

&&£$&

§I4CT HI m ■ 11 1
AND

V

SIDE DOOR, UNION

TONIGHT
ADMISSION $1.00

_

Today/Tomorrow: Learn what's in today
and what will be in tomorrow in the new
weekly feature page of The News.

TRADITIONAL CLOTHIER FOR MEN

BETTER TRADITIONAL CLOTHING

KIN CCWDEN
8-11 PM

A NEW STEP this year will be informational sessions.
Organizations that are funded through general fees can
meet with ACGFA members Jan. 24-25 to explain the purpose, programs, goals and objectives of their groups, Arrowsmith said.
Organizational meetings where ACGFA members will
receive information on funding procedures and criteria
will be held Feb. 7-8. Budget forms will be reviewed and
approved to be sent out to funded organizations, he added.
These forms, which ask for expenses and incomes of the
groups, are due back by Feb. 27 before budget hearings
begin.

OF MEN'S AND LADY'S

WgBk CCFfEE
^^ HOUSE

m^^H^m

That general fee you may have grumbled about when
sending your quarterly check to the Bursar's Office is
money students once again have some control over.
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations, a
group of students, faculty and staff, recommended how
$4.6 million of general fees were distributed last year to
student groups and activities.
Hie amount for this year still is being discussed, according to Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice provost for planning and budgeting.
Hie committee is "right on schedule," Dr. Bobby Arrowsmith, ACGFA chairman said. "The process is so com-

ON OUR REGULAR STOCK

y^^k PROUDLY PRESENTS

HMHPG|^^|

plex that I know if we didn't have target dates we would
fall behind."

SAVE 20% to 40%

>

BB^ ^fjSl

by Kim Van Wart
•tall reporter

SALE

FOR RENT
Two 4 bdrm. houses. 12 mo.
leases June May Call 352 7471
after 7_p.nv
Availaable I aportment at
Thurstin Manor Apts. Call
352 5435.
at 7th St. 2 bdrm. furn. for Fall.
Call John Ncwlove Real Estate.
352-6553.
3 bdrm. house, occupy now till
June 1st. 352-1377.
First floor of house. 2/3 bdrms.,
appliances Includ. washer/dryer.
Close fo campus 4 town. Ph.
352H77.
Subls. 1 bdrm. apt. 1250 mo. all
utll. Includ. Call collect
1141-4*2*
THRUSTIN MANOR APTS. AC,
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE
TV, EFFICIENCIES. LAUN
DRY FACILITIES. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 4 FALL. 451

-J

ACGFA's new structure allows
groups' input on fee allocations

J

If you're
hip, cool, punk, and new wove
then Dixie Electric wonts YOU
to put on your chains and earrings,
dye your hair,
AND COME OUT AND PARTY!!!!!
Punk Nite Will Rock
Your Sock Off!!!
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00
COME PLUG YOURSELF IN

January 18,1M1 Tha BG Nawa 7

Administrators instructing classes to save
estimated $40,000 on part-time teachers

"I think this whole thing is being
made a little too gee-whizzy," University President Hollis Moore Jr. said.
"Many of the personnel already teach
a class each quarter and other) have
taught before as administrators."

President Moore said most of the 35 met by full-time faculty and, adadministrators teaching have classes ministration have volunteered to
that meet only once or twice a week teach to help our budget situation,"
and he does not think they "have bit- Ferrari said.
ten off more than they can chew."
Richard Edwards, vice president, is
The Office of Planning and teaching a public relations class. Dr.
Budgeting estimates savings of nearly Richard Eakin, executive vice pro$40,000 by these administrators and vost for planning and budgeting, is
faculty who have volunteered to teach teaching a mathmatics class for the
winter and spring quarters.
first time in five years.
Dr. Michael Ferrari, provost and
"I taught two years ago and I find it
executive vice president, last taught
two years ago and is teaching a a personal challenge," Edwards said.
graduate business administration "A concerted effort is being made by
administration personnel to help out."
course this quarter.

Contrary to previous reports, Moore
will not teach a class on a regular
basis untill spring quarter when be
will handle a freshman composition
class (English 111). He said he may
help with some lectures and discussions in a winter quarter history class
with Dr. Michael Moore, liaison officer for legislative affairs and the
arts, who teaches the class.

"As far as administrators being in
the classroom, it is really no new, big
thing. We just need these people
because this vear we have more parttime teacher costs because there are
more students.
"There are areas in business,
mathematics and English that
especially are in great demand by
students. These areas just can't be

by Llaa Bowara
staff rapoftor

Administrators are teaching classes
this quarter in an effort to save money
on part-time teacher costs.
But administrative officials say
this move is really nothing unusual.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Richard Edwarda, Unlvaralty vlca praaldant, taachaa a public ralatlona claaa twice a weak In ordar to
aava monay on part-tlma taachar cost*.

ApplicATiows FOR The
DIRECTOR OF THE
PERFORMING ARTS
COMMITTEE

SATHMV AM SUIMY

ITS CROSS COUNTRY SKI TIME

LOCAL TALENT
AUDITIONS

Student Recreation Center
Ski Package:

ARC AVAiUbU iN THE UAO officE^

$6 per day indudes

J«d FIOOR UNION
ANYONE W/2 OUARTERS of UAO'

skis
boots

EXPERIENCE MAy Apply

poles
gators

Apply is
Wed. JAN. 28 ?p.M.<

sjJBto

-ST*»IVM

Cinema Ul
SI«DIU» '!«!« iMOPCiNC CINIIB

YOU CANT ESCAPE
"SCANNERS"
EVEN.NGS AT 7:30 * 9 20 P.M
SATURDAY AT 2:00 7 30 1 B:20
SUNDAY AT 2-3:507:30*30

IN THE SIDE DOOR, UNION

weekend package $15
(Fri., p.m. thru Mon., o.m.)

UICHIN MATINEES!!
All
HAH.

STARTS TONIGHT!

WED., JAN. 21 AT 9 PM
MON., JAN. 26 AT 8 PM

half day rate S3

DEACIUNE TO

Other officials volunteering to teach
are Associate Provost Romona Cormier, a philosophy course; Myron
Chenault, associate vice president for
legal, staff and contract relations,
social work; Charles Means, vice provost for education development,
sociology; Ronald Marso, vice provost for continuing education, educational foundations and inquiry.

MORE INFORMATION UPON SIGN-UP
IN THE UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR, UNION.

«»»»<»■>■»« »» «««««»»*♦**««»«« *«**■**«<

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

***

COLE
QUITS
Natalie Cole is
a cigarette smoker.
She's going to call it
quits during the
Great American
Smokeout Join her

A full line
pet shop
with low
prices and
quality
merchandise

i*************

372-2601 372-2601 372-2601
• SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

325 E. Wooster
354-1885

on November 20
Because quitting is
easier when you do
it with a friend

SMOKEOUT
American Cancer Society %

Keep informed-

I\Z"P

Tonight and Saturday

The
BG
News
Special
Edition
Tabloids
Coming

with this coupon
and purchase o!
a goldfish bowl

New Reptiles
Granite
Spiney
Lizards
Golden Skinks
Tokay Geckos
Calotes Tree Lizards
Curly Tail Lizards
Red Leg Tarantula

HOURS
MON CLOSED
TUES-FRI 11-8
SAT 10-5
SUN 1-5

Classified information:
Is no secret in The BG News classifieds.

ROCK n' ROLL

Read the News

Look For

•

OFFER VALID THRU
SUN JAN 18th
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

2 FREE
GOLDFISH

UPSTAIRS AT THE
LONGBRANCH
Doors open at 9:00 pm

President
V.P. of Internal Affairs
V.P. of Membership
V.P. of P.R. a IFC
Treasurer
Secretary
Social Chairmen

SPREAD
THE
WORD!!

Athletic Chairmen
Rush Chairman

Sam Mauro
Steve Lynch
Rich Johnson
Dave Stacey
Mark Pompeii
Al Paonessa
Tom Jaquet
Mark Mehwald
Randy Laverty
Jeff Apple
Rob Raider

Awd THANICS TO TIIE Old OfficERS
FOR A Job WEU DONE.

HELD OVER
5th WILD WEEK!!
EVENINGS AT 7:30 * »:30 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2:007:30 A »:30
SUNDAY AT 2-47:30 t 0:30

Faster,
funnier
and wilder".

CUnt, Costcuoocb
CAIM *Whic»u

•*■ Swimming Suits
Pool Equipment
L, XL Shorts
All Hockey Equipment.
Baseball, RacquetbaH,

50%
40%
40%
__40%

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Batting Gloves

30% OFF

Nike Shoes and Adidas Shoes
Raquetball and Tennis Raquets

30% OFF
30% OFF

* Custom printed t-shirts
Brooks Shoes
Sweat Pants, Hooded
Thermal Sweat Suits
* Misc. Shoes

50% OFF
10% OFF
[

30% OFF
50% OFF

* Locker Room
SPORTING GOODS
112 $. Main St.

OMAT WTtlttNUKm
ATAHUTPIKII
All SEATS ANTTIMI

l

XL*VZEL
2nd BIG WEEK
GREAT FUN A GREAT
PRICE!!
EVENINGS AT 7 30 * 9 20 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2:00-7 30 A 9 20
SUNDAY AT 2 3 SO7:309:20

10-50% OFF

CoNqRATUlATE OUR NEW OfficERS

Wed., Jan. 28
Wed., Feb. 18
Wed.,
March 11

SUPER SALE
at the Locker Room Sporting Goods

Pi KAppA AlphA Wish TO

ThaL thoughts can kill1

CWcW 2r**o ca*o

You Will Find Something You Need

Be Where Your FRIENDS Are

i SECONDS
You Explode

Ph. 353-6341

TIM CONWAY
DON KNOTTS

THE PRIVATE

EYES (ED

NffW WOHLD pnCTLMK

Ken
Koppel:
Now that you're 21,
you can hit tha htghpowarad chkJtan soup.

CTSVIflfWIrt
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Sports.
Cagers alter course toward victory NBA fans honor Dr. J.
by Christopher Shark
assistant sports editor

What makes a basketball team
perform a complete turnaround
from a Saturday high to a Wednesday low?
That would appear to be the question that haunts the Bowling Green
Falcons these days.
After experiencing an emotional
high following their come-frombehind 78-75 thriller over Western
Michigan last Saturday, the Falcons
were sent reeling four days later,
suffering a 78-63 loss at the hands of
the then winless Ohio Bobcats.
Whatever it takes to get his troops
heading in the right direction, BG
coach John Weinert hopes to command an about-face - on the double
- before tomorrow's 5:00 p.m. MidAmerican Conference battle with
Central Michigan in Anderson
Arena.
THE FALCONS enter the contest
with a 1-2 MAC record, 6-7 overall,
while CMU's Chippewas are 1-2 and
8-4.
Weinert said he was concerned
with his team's inconsistent play but
cautioned that it is too early to count
the Falcons out of the MAC race.
"We have great emotional highs
and also great emotional lows,"
Weinert said. "We tend to play well
at home and not (well) on the road.
At times we look like we can tear

people up and at times we play terrible.
"If you take a look at the conference, of the 15 (MAC) games
played, only two teams have won on
the road. If we were the only team
not winning on the road, I'd be worried. This is a home-court conference. The rule is to win at home
and split on the road."
Similar to BG, Central enters the
game with a team which is struggling to maintain its momentum after
success earlier this season. The
Chippewas won six of their first
seven games of the year, before cooling off, losing four of their last six
outings.
However, there is another statistic
which confronts the Falcons when
the subject is CMU. The Chippewas
have won 10 of the last 12 meetings
with BG, and the last time the two
met, Central eliminated Weinert's
crew from the MAC regular season
championship race with a 75-72 win
in Mt. Pleasant in the last week of
last season.
"CENTRAL MICHIGAN is a big
team, a team that likes to play the
transition (game)," Weinert said.
"They beat Michigan State (handily,
8M6), and they have eight of their
top nine (players from last year's
12-13 team) back."
Among those returning are 6-1
sophomore
guard
Melvin
McLaughlin, the Chippewas' scoring

leader with a 19.9 average.
Even more troublesome may be
Central's inside offensive threat, 6-9,
245pound center Mike Robinson. The
big senior postman is averaging over
12 points and eight I ctounds a game.
Other probable starters are M forward James Koger (8.9 points per
game), 6-7 forward Ted Anderson
(7.70) and 6-2 guard Sonny Newman
(8.2).
BG HOPES to rebound from the
Ohio loss by making fewer mistakes
down the stretch, Weinert said.
"It seems like we have a great
deal of trouble in the last five
minutes of both halves," he said.
"We miss shots and make mistakes.
In the Mississippi game (which BG
won 79-76), we felt we controlled the
last five minutes of the halves, and
we won.
"Our problem is that we go into
spells that we don't play hard. We'll
just have to correct that and play
with intensity. Ohio outplayed us
completely."
Weinert said that although the injury list is gradually getting shorter,
his team is still not in the best
physical shape.
"I hate to sing the blues, but we're
not a physically well team," he said.
"Colin (Irish) is not playing at 100
percent, David Greer is not 100 percent and John Flowers has the
shoulder injury (he sustained in the
Western game).

THE FELLOWSHIP OF
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS

ONLY 5
DAYS LEFT!

"BUILDING AN ALTERNATIVE
LIFESTYLE"
Every Monday, 7 p.m. In the
Capital Room of the
Student Union

* We also hava MIRACON SOFT LENSES *
FOfl AST1QUATISU
OPEN UON.-FRI. 9 a.m.-t o.m. • SAT. » rm.-IJO p.m.
I y • i •xominod by
Pf. Eobwl t. KW. O.D. > AHockrtt. Optom«lrliH
nn STUMM ME
472-1113

Sign up NOW
TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT TAKEN

Burlinqton
Optical

ROOM 310 STUDENT SERVICES
OPEN 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.
OR CALL 372-0066 FOR APPOINTMENT

312-2020

NEW YORK (AP) - Philadelphia
forward Julius Erving, the Most
Valuable Player in the 1977 National
Basketball Association All-Star
Game, was the leading vote-getter in
fan balloting to determine the starters
for this year's contest, the league announced yesterday.
Erving, the player most responsible
for the 76era being atop the Atlantic
Division with the best record in the
league this season, received 304,600
votes in earning his fifth consecutive
starting berth on the Eastern Conference team.
With Erving in the East's starting
lineup are forward Dan Roundfield
and guard Eddie Johnson, both of the
Atlanta Hawks, and center Artis
Gilmore and guard Reggie Thetis,

News Strvice photo
John Flowsrs

"I think we should be able to play
above that though. I'm disappointed
that we're not playing above it. I
think we're in good shape in the
league. The players just have to play
harder and the coaches have to
coach harder."
The Falcons are expected to start
a lineup which features four players
in double figures in scoring: 6-5 forward Joe Faine (17.4 points per
game); Irish (11.7); 6-2 guard Marcus Newbern (16.1), and Greer
(12.7). BG's 6-8 center Mike Miday
(8.8) is the team's rebound leader.

both of the Chicago Bulls.
Center Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of the
Los Angeles Lakers was the top votegetter for the Western Conference
team with 65,200 votes.
STARTING WITH Abdul-Jabbar for
the West will be forwards Adrian
Dantley of the Utah Jazz, the league's
leading scorer and Walter Davis of the
Phoenix Suns and guards Paul
Westphal of the Seattle SuperSonics
and George Gervin of the San Antonio
Spurs.
Gervin was the MVP in last year's
contest after scoring a game-high 34
points and leading the East to a
144-136 overtime victory over the West
at Landover, Md. San Antonio was
switched from the Eastern Conference to the West this season.

NIU six could return
by the Associated Press

Northern Illinois has proven it's the
on-the-floor best In the early MidAmerican Conference basketball
race.
But its off-the-court developments
have Huskies' Coach John McDougal
concerned.
Northern Illinois won at Central
Michigan 79-75 in overtime Wednesday night without the services of its
seven black players. Six were left
home for missing practice and a
seventh was injured.
School spokesman Bud Nangle says

the team has a rule that a player cannot play in a game if he misses practice. Therefore, he says the six were
not included in the travel plans.
NANGLE SAYS the six were protesting the exclusion of Ray Clark, a
black, from the traveling squad for
Bruce Johnson, a white and a transfer
from Villanova who became eligible
this week.
McDougal scheduled a team
meeting yesterday on the school's
campus in DeKalb, 01 The Huskies'
coach said the missing players can
return to the team by asking to come
back.

leers invade Northern Michigan
for CCHA series with Wildcats
by Jos Msnzsr
stall reporter

The odds will be against Bowling
Green's hockey team when it opens a
key two-game Central Collegiate
Hockey Association series against
Northern Michigan tonight at
Lakeview Arena in Marquette, Mich.
BG takes a 4-3 CCHA record and a
7-14-1 mark overall into tonight's action, while the Wildcats are 6-2,12-9-1
overall, and tied for second in the
CCHA.
Six of the seven players suspended
last week by BG coach Jerry York
violating training rules will return to
the lineup, but regulars Barry Mills,
Peter Wilson and Chris Guertin will
not suit up tonight and Brian Hills will
miss the entire series.
Hills, who was a key performer in
last weekend's series split with Lake
Superior, did not make the trip to
Marquette because of a strained
shoulder. Chris Sauna will replace
Hills and skate on a line with Brian
MacLellan and Andre Latreille.
Mills, Wilson and Guertin are required by CCHA rules to miss
tonight's contest for fighting during
BG's series with Lake Superior. They
will be allowed to play in tomorrow
night's game, but because of a league
rule, York is not allowed to dress
three others in their place for
tonight's game.
BG WILL be able to put a full team
on the ice tomorrow night for the first
time in two weeks and York said that
should provide a psychological boost
for his club.
But the absence of Mills, Wilson,
Guertin and Hills from the series

opener will somewhat offset the
return to the team of the players
suspended by York.
Co-captains George McPhee and
MacLellan return as well as forwards
Nick Bandescu, Don McLaughlin and
Bill Newton and defenseman Mark
Kindrachuk.
Senior defenseman Pete Sikorski,
who was also suspended by York, did
not make the trip. York had said
earlier in the week that the suspended
players would have to earn their spots
on the roster back and apparently
Sikorski was unable to do so.
"Pete Sikorski will not make the
trip. He just did not have a good week
of practice," York said.
Former club player Cliff Wegener,
who made his varsity debut last
weekend, will dress in Sikorski's
place.

"I THOUGHT he played well Saturday and he had a good week in practice," York said. "We're going to
count on him pretty much, especially
Friday night."
Wegener, Wayne Wilson, Mike
Pikul, Dave O'Brian and Kindrachuk
are the defensemen that will contend
with Northern Michigan tonight.
Mills' return tomorrow night will give
the Falcons six defensemen.
Pikul was sidelined for most of this
week's practices with a groin pull, but
should be all right to play both games,
according to York.
BG will be facing a Northern
Michigan team that finished second in
the nation last year and was
undefeated in CCHA this season
before it dropped a pair of games last
weekend to league leader Ohio State.
"We expect to run ink a team upset

because of their recent losses," York
said. "We need another standout performance from Wally (Charko).
Everybody has to play their best for
us to have a shot at winning."
YORK SAID veteran goalie Charko
will be in the nets tonight and that a
decision will be made later about who
will goaltend tomorrow.
NMU's center icer Steve Bozek will
probably give whomever is in the
Falcon goal the most problems.
"He is without any question the top
player. He is probably one of the top
four or five players in the nation,"
York said. "They have a number of
fine players, but the only one that
really stands out is Bozek."
Skating and passing are Northern
Michigan's strengths, but the Wilcats
are not a very physical team, according to York.
THEIR PUCK movement is excellent. They do a lot of weaving and
crisscrossing," he said. "We'll
change our forecheddng a little bit to
give them some trouble getting the
puck out of their own end."
"The two main things we hope to accomplish are to keep them bottled up
in their own zone and capitalize on
some goal-scoring opportunities."
York said he f eelsthe recent suspension of his players may have served in
the long run to pull the team closer
together.
"You can look at it a lot of ways.
We're certainly more aware of our
commitment to the Bowling Green
hockey program," York said. "It is a
24-hour-a-day commitment. It is very
important for all of us to realize thatthe players and the coaches."

IN MEMORY OF JOHN LENNON

BEATLES
BEER BLAST
20 KEGS

4 FOR1

SATURDAY JAN. 17th
N.E. COMMONS

9:00-1:00 A.M.

Celebrating Grand
Opening

THE .Dcwrtcwii
BAR
(underneath Uptown)
featuring drink specials
daily beginning at 7 p.m
Copy"

